Research on guidelines for extension of life-span of manhole type pumping stations
（Nagano prefecture, Sewerage system organization of Nagano Prefecture）
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Appropriate stock management

(Purpose)
With sufficient consideration on financial conditions of local governments, study of preparation methods to
make efficient maintenance plan of manhole type pumping stations (hereinafter referred to as “MP”)
reflecting conventional maintenance works. Making a guideline for supporting preparation of workable plans
to extend life-span of MP in mid-and-long term.
(Results)
(1) Drawing up efficient maintenance plans and countermeasures against corrosion of MP
①An efficient maintenance plans and countermeasures against corrosion of MP based on the results of the
research conducted in winter in 2011 were reviewed by adding the results of a water quality survey and
measurement of density of hydrogen sulfide which were carried out in next summer. A conversion factor
of formula to estimate of density of hydrogen sulfide from BOD was set for the winter survey and
applied to the results of the summer survey. As a result of that, the estimation was almost close to the
actual measured density. This proves that the conversion factor can be applied throughout the year. Given
these facts, an appropriate frequency to maintain MP according to the estimated density of hydrogen
sulfide.
(2) Making a guideline for the extension of life-span of MP
①Actual state of replacement of the parts for
MP by hearing from manufacturers about
how to replace parts and maintain.
②A guideline was made by getting local
governments to fill out questionnaires
regarding
frequencies
methods
of
inspection, methods of repair and parts
replacement.（Fig.1）
③In order to conduct systematic maintenance,
Fig.1 Results of questionnaires
objective and unified inspection records
need to be accumulated. The
Table.1 Example of methods of soundness evaluation
following items were taken into
account;
1) Items of daily inspection for
early detection of abnormal
conditions of MP
2) Items of detailed inspection for
sustainable
mechanical
performance of MP.
④For diagnosis of degradation
Fig.1 Results of questionnaires
effects by digitizing the results of
detailed inspections, methods to
assess soundness and judgment
criteria.(Table.1)
⑤Based on the results given above, a
draft table of daily inspections and
detailed ones were prepared.
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